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Imagine you are member of a regulatory body that is 
responsible for reviewing a first in class, widespread use 

pesticide for determination of safe use (i.e., setting 
exposure levels that protect both worker and public 

health). 

What information do you need to have that the proposed 
allowable exposure levels are safe?

Orienting question



• A detailed description of the carcinogenic and 
chronic toxicity effects in 2 species and 2 
sexes

• Male and female mice and rats; three dose 
levels, 2-year period

– 800 animals in total (50/dose group/sex)

• 40 tissues and gross observation 

– All neoplastic and non-neoplastic findings are 
documented

– Dose-related findings are reported as chronic 
toxicological or carcinogenic effects of the chemical

– Peer reviewed by experts in the field 

– Formal conclusion of evidence

Carcinogenicity Assessment (old technology)

NTP Technical Report Library: https://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/data/tr/index.html

Chhabra, R et el., EHP, 1990



• Determining exposure levels that will be of minimal toxicological concern

• Estimating unitary risk of cancer or non-cancer effects

• Carcinogenicity hazard classification

• Comprehensive documentation of possible chronic toxicological effects

• Overall: To provide a composite picture of potential chronic exposure toxicological 
liabilities and to estimate the chronic chemical exposure level that would lead to an a 
greater than de minimus cancer or chronic toxicity risk

How is the cancer bioassay data used?

http://pgx.fudan.edu.cn/ratbodymap/index.html



Why is it such a challenge to replace the 
bioassay?



• Toxicity is easy (proving a positive) and safety is hard (proving a 
negative)

– Elementary event vs a vast sample space problem

• Academics focus on toxicity

– e.g., a model that predicts liver cancer

• Being negative in one or a couple organs does not mean something is safe

• Government and private sector focus on safety

– e.g., a model that covers vast amounts of biological space (i.e., limited chance of 
missing something) that makes a strong argument that a certain dose level is of 
limited toxicological concern

• Anything short of this leads to uncertainty

Toxicity vs. Safety

The 2 different views of the bioassay

If your goal is to replace the current testing system you need to focus on the hard question of safety (proving the negative)



• 11 organ systems; 78 organs; 4 tissue; ~200 cell types; 3 life stages + all 
the rules (known and unknown) that govern a complex living mammal 

– As a toxicologists we are accountable for all of these, as our job is safety while 
also being accountable for what happens when exposures occur above a safe level

• Regarding massive sample space and all known/unknown unknowns in tox testing: 

– “We all are potentially just one experiment away from humility – there is always that experiment that 
disproves our current belief system and the current hypotheses and laws that we accept.” 

• credit: Rhian Cope

– By removing information provided by this model system and not replacing it we are 
increasing uncertainty

• Perhaps unnecessarily, this leads to restriction in uses and more expensive cleans up

What are we testing when we use animal models?



Quantifying Complexity of Biological Systems

Molecular Complexity
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Böttcher, T. From Molecules to Life: Quantifying the Complexity of Chemical and Biological Systems in the Universe. J Mol Evol 86, 1–10 (2018). 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s00239-017-9824-6

13 orders of magnitude
+1-2 orders of magnitude
- temporal variation & life stages



Ed Lorenz

Challenges with modeling and predicting complex systems behavior

Non-linearity and Sensitivity Based on Initial Conditions

Human Rat

~ 10% Difference in initial conditions

• Evolved/natural systems are loaded with non-linear 
behavior/relationships

• Small changes in input (e.g., toxic challenge) can 
cause large or very significant changes in the 
emergent properties of the system

• Emerges from disproportionate interaction between 
entities in the system

• Due to sensitivity due to initial conditions it makes 
absolute predictability of the system impossible 
(e.g., weather)

Human

Lifetime

Rat

Sub-Acute

Acute

Sub-chronic

In vivo In vitro

In vivo

In vitro



Extending the metaphor

1977 Ford Pinto

~ Mice/Rat

1977 Bentley

~ Human

Test this Predict this

Assumption of 

sufficient 

similarity

~90%

An extreme oversimplification!



Some of these assumptions are wrong

1977 Ford Pinto 1977 Ford Pinto after being rear-ended

Not great and has liabilities, but collectively serves its purpose, i.e. we can use it get back and forth from the store 

(i.e., We can observe the emergent phenomena we care about)

Not great and has liabilities, but collectively serves its purpose, i.e. many human relevant phenotypes can be observed 

across a variety of tissues/organ systems

Mouse or Rat



The grand dream

1977 Bentley ~ Human

Test this Predict this

Parts from a 1977 Bentley

- Test systems for most of the parts are at very early stages and most parts behave differently in isolation

- Far from knowing all the rules that govern the interaction between the parts

- Really far away from confidently predicting the behavior of the whole from its parts (i.e., emergence, what I 

really care about)

The (very significant) challenges



• Nearly everyone wants to “replace” the bioassay, but due to the overwhelming 
complexity of doing this without the uncertainty penalty it is a long-term goal, 
particularly in situations where there is a small margin of exposure

– Replace: create the same detailed set of information without running the bioassay

• Perhaps we need to think of the problem differently (i.e., when do we need the 
depth of information and when do we not?)

• Perhaps there is a fit for purpose approach that considers human exposure that 
can de-risk chemicals and therefore decreases the need for the bioassay

• No or very low exposure = no or very low risk = no need for tox/carc information

What can we do?

All things are poison, and nothing is without 

poison, the dosage alone makes it so a thing is not 

a poison.

—Paracelsus



The Threshold of Toxicological Concern (TTC) is a concept that refers to the 
establishment of a level of exposure for all chemicals, whether or not there are 
chemical-specific toxicity data, below which there would be no appreciable risk 
to human health (Kroes, Kleiner and Renwick, Tox Sci, 2005)

Threshold of Toxicological Concern

Drew R, Frangos J. The concentration of no toxicological concern (CoNTC): a risk assessment screening tool for air toxics. J 

Toxicol Environ Health A. 2007 Oct;70(19):1584-93. doi: 10.1080/15287390701429539. PMID: 17763076.



Application of TTC

Except for genotoxic agents all classes of chemicals were largely deprioritized due to their estimated

exposure (95 percentile) being less than the class specific TTC



What if you still need hazard 

information?



Read-across

https://www.toxit.it/en/services/read-across

Supporting Information

- In vitro data or QSAR

- Effects on targets

- Biotransformation

- Complex cellular response

- In vivo

- Similar effects in other 

studies

- Toxicokinetics

- Mechanistic information

Read-across is a technique for predicting endpoint information for one substance (target substance), by using 

data from the same endpoint from (an)other substance(s), (source substance(s)). (ECHA, 2014)



Key Characteristics of Carcinogens

Guyton KZ, Rieswijk L, Wang A, Chiu WA, Smith MT. Key Characteristics Approach to Carcinogenic Hazard Identification. Chem Res Toxicol. 
2018 Dec 17;31(12):1290-1292. doi: 10.1021/acs.chemrestox.8b00321. Epub 2018 Dec 6. PMID: 30521319; PMCID: PMC6424613.

Linkage to the mechanisms can be performed using in vitro and in silico approaches

Linkage to apical outcomes can be done through Adverse Outcome Pathways



Estrogen receptor activation leading to breast cancer

AOPs

https://aopwiki.org/wiki/index.php/Aop:200

There are >100 types of cancer 

all of which have multiple causes

~ 1000 AOPs to cover all forms of cancer

= Gainful employment

QSAR, in vitro and short-term in vivo studies 

can inform on key events linked to apical 

outcomes (e.g., cancer)



• Assumed to have a high degree of uncertainty, therefore TTC values 
tend to be very conservative

– Severely restrict use of chemicals

– 95% leaves out 5% of the population (~ 15 million people in US alone that (in theory) 
could have exposures that exceed the TTC)

• Maybe the threshold should be 99.9 percentile

• Proving a negative with read-across, KCC, AOPs is a high bar in many 
cases and is often rejected

Challenges with TTC, Read-across, KCC, AOP, etc



How do you decrease uncertainty in order to more 

accurately estimate safe exposure levels without 

running the bioassay?



• Genotoxic chemicals are treated with very conservative assumptions 
therefore demonstrating a lack of genotoxicity is critical

– QSAR

– Ames

– In vitro micronucleus

– In vivo micronucleus

– COMET Assay

– Pig-a assay

– Error corrected sequencing

Characterize genotoxicity



Detection of rare mutations

Error Corrected Sequencing

Schmitt MW, Kennedy SR, Salk JJ, Fox EJ, Hiatt JB, Loeb LA. Detection of ultra-rare mutations by next-generation sequencing. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 2012 Sep 

4;109(36):14508-13. doi: 10.1073/pnas.1208715109. Epub 2012 Aug 1. PMID: 22853953; PMCID: PMC3437896.



Identify no biological effect levels (in vivo)

Adapted from Thomas et.al., Mut. Res., 2012 

• Proteomics and/or metabolomics could be used
• Single cell transcriptomics may be a future consideration
• Plausibility of carcinogenic effects can be judge based on hallmarks of carcinogens/mode of action
• Can be coupled with error corrected sequencing if studies are atleast 28 days
• BMR = Benchmark Response = Pre-defined level of effect (e.g., 1 SD change in expression relative to control)
• BMD = Benchmark Dose = Dose that produces pre-defined level of effect based on dose-response model
• BMDL = Benchmark Dose Lower bound
• POD = Point of Departure ~  lowest BMDL (i.e., most potent effect)
• Gene Set = Pathway, Signature, GO term, etc

Human Exposure

Limits

(e.g., food, water, air)

Reference 

Dose

Lowest Gene Set BMDL

(aka POD)

Uncertainty Factors

Short-term

animal

studies

Target Tissue 

Transcriptomics

Organotypic

In vitro

Studies

Cell Lysate

Transcriptomics

Human Exposure

Limits

(e.g., food, water, air)

Reference 

Dose

In Vitro to 

In Vivo

Extrapolation

(IVIVE)



• There is a well document relationship between shorter term toxicity 
assessments and findings in carcinogenicity studies

– Toxicological potency only changes by a factor of 2-4 going from subchronic to 
chronic in most cases

• To be protective an uncertainty factor of 10x is often applied to subchronic
studies to estimate a point of departure for a chronic study

• Such studies can potentially be coupled with genomic dose-response to 
identify a biological effect point of departure

• Judgement are carcinogenic potential is based on histological findings, 
mechanistic information (e.g., paired transcriptomics, error-corrected 
sequencing), and documented effects of structurally similar chemicals
(i.e., read-across)

– ReCAAP: Rethinking Carcinogenicity Assessment For Agrochemicals Retrospective 
Analysis

Run shorter-term guideline assessments



• Negative for Endocrine, Genotoxicity, and Chronic Study Associated 
Histopathologic Risk Factors for Carcinogenicity

• Retrospective assessment of 182 pharmaceuticals

• If a compound 

– does not result in “histopathologic risk factors of rat neoplasia” in a 6- or 12-mo toxicology 
study

– tests negative in all assays of the ICH S2 genotoxicity battery

– does not perturb hormonal function

– then ~80% it not produce tumors in a 2-y rat study

– Other ~20% with positive findings were deemed to be not relevant to humans

• ~40% of 2-year rat studies could be omitted from drug development programs 
with no effect on patient safety

NegCarc

Sistare FD et al.. An analysis of pharmaceutical experience with decades of rat carcinogenicity testing: support for a proposal to modify current regulatory 
guidelines. Toxicol Pathol. 2011 Jun;39(4):716-44. doi: 10.1177/0192623311406935. PMID: 21666103.



What if you ran the bioassay and there are still 

uncertainties about human relevance and 

mechanism?



Mechanistic Characterization

Data from: Dunnick JK, Shockley KR, Morgan DL, Brix A, Travlos GS, Gerrish K, Michael Sanders J, Ton TV, Pandiri AR. Hepatic transcriptomic alterations for N,N-dimethyl-

p-toluidine (DMPT) and p-toluidine after 5-day exposure in rats. Arch Toxicol. 2017 Apr;91(4):1685-1696. doi: 10.1007/s00204-016-1831-7. Epub 2016 Sep 16. PMID: 

27638505; PMCID: PMC5364093.



Signatures for Carcinogenicity and MIE Identification

J Christopher Corton, Thomas Hill, III, Jeffrey J Sutherland, James L Stevens, John Rooney, A Set of Six Gene Expression Biomarkers Identify Rat 
Liver Tumorigens in Short-term Assays, Toxicological Sciences, Volume 177, Issue 1, September 2020, Pages 11–26



Use of mechanistic data in IARC assessments

Lauby-Secretan B, Loomis D, Baan R, El Ghissassi F, Bouvard V, Benbrahim-Tallaa L, Guha N, Grosse Y, Straif K. Use of mechanistic data in the 
IARC evaluations of the carcinogenicity of polychlorinated biphenyls and related compounds. Environ Sci Pollut Res Int. 2016 Feb;23(3):2220-9. doi: 
10.1007/s11356-015-4829-4. Epub 2015 Jun 17. PMID: 26077316.



• The cancer bioassay, while not without its flaws, is an extremely data rich characterization of 
chronic toxicity and carcinogenicity that queries a vast amount of very complex biological 
space

• “Replacing” the cancer bioassay is a huge task and for chemicals/drugs that have a narrow 
safety window it will likely required for the foreseeable future

• There are opportunities for fit-for-purpose approaches that can greatly reduce the need for 
testing through de-prioritization (e.g., TTC)

• For the fit-for-purpose alternatives there needs to be a focus on reducing uncertainty

– As uncertainty decreases the applicability domain of alternatives can increase

• Several new technologies and frameworks can be used to reduce uncertainty, enhance 
human relevance and increase productivity of chemical hazard identification and safety 
assessment

• If you are interested in participating groups that are evaluating utility of the new technologies 
for risk assessment (cancer and otherwise) there are number in Europe and others in the US 
in Canada

– HESI, APCRA, EUToxRisk, Cosmetics Europe, ECETOC

Keys Points



Something to work towards

NTP Technical Report on the

Chronic Toxicity and 

Carcinogenesis Studies of

Your Favorite Chemical

(CASRN 335-67-1) by all routes

in a Virtual Human Population

Some thoughts on how we get there

- Enhance TD/TK and Multi-scale modeling of 

all cells/organs/tissues with recursive parametrization

to simulate lifelong exposure

- Better in vitro models for parameterization

- More tissue like

- Genetically diverse

- Different life stages

- In vitro model integration – MPS

- Deeper understanding of system integration

- e.g., Immune with other systems

- Enhanced TD/TK models

- Detailed modeling/deep phenotyping of existing drug data

in humans



auerbachs@niehs.nih.gov



• Molecular/cellular changes captured by omics must occur before apical 
changes captured by apical histological and functional changes

– Hence omics should predict the apical

• Both are omics and tox/safety testing are fundamentally hypothesis free

• Both are comprehensive in nature (i.e. they leave no stone unturned)

Some philosophy

Omics & Toxicology


